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Introduction

What's driving the boom in the industrial use of augmented reality? 

A variety of forces are making it more difficult than ever for large manufacturing and industrial companies 
to stay competitive. Productivity growth rates for these companies are declining, workforces are aging, and 
global economic forces have completely changed the historical norms for operational performance and the 
economics of competitiveness.  

At the same time, U.S. manufacturing job openings are quickly outpacing the supply of qualified 
candidates, resulting in a growing gap in the industrial workforce. A 2015 Deloitte study estimates that 
there will be 3.5 million manufacturing jobs available over the next decade in the U.S., 2 million of which 
will go unfilled. 

Automation, robotics, big data, and IoT all offer solutions, but not the whole solution. What should also be 
considered is technology that can enhance the capabilities of your people. 

Smart glasses fueled by software technology that supports augmented reality address these issues head 
on. These head-worn devices help people do more, with increased efficiency, productivity and safety, while 
keeping their hands free. These devices provide a powerful way to improve the skills of hands-on workers 
who are being asked to be more accountable and deliver higher quality in today's challenging work 
environments. 

The software powering smart glasses can be configured to support workers and management at almost 
any job site: from picking and packing operations at a warehouse in Seattle to  an airplane manufacturing 
plant in Arizona to installing wind turbines in the mountains of Chile. 

Just as importantly, this new software–when built as a platform–is flexible enough to integrate with any 
company's existing backend technology and warehouse management systems. Flexibility has been one of 
the keys to unleashing the full power of wearables across the product lifecycle: when you've got assembly, 
maintenance, and service in the same company, whether in the same building or in different locations, you 
don't want to find one-off solutions for each. You 
want a solution that works with all and can be 
easily configured as new uses emerge.

In this report, we'll look at how four companies 
are using Skylight, a software platform built by 
Upskill, to power smart glasses to improve 
performance and lower costs in manufacturing, 
logistics, and field service.

"Flexibility and scalability are very 
important in our organization. Skylight 
interfaces so well with our CMS, MES, 
CMMS, Maximo, SAP, and all the other 
enterprise systems in our supply chain."

- Theresa, IT Senior Manager
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In the Factory

There are 130 miles of wiring in a Boeing 747-8 
Freighter, and every inch is important. With aircraft 
"you can't pull over if something goes wrong," as 
one Boeing technician notes.

Today Boeing uses the Skylight platform from 
Upskill to give its technicians wiring guidance right 
in their smart glasses viewfinder. Skylight is an 
industrial AR application platform that connects 
hands-on workers to the information they need to 
do their jobs with greater efficiency and fewer errors 
― all while keeping their hands free. Upskill delivers 
the information they need to do their jobs faster and 
better than ever before.

For Boeing, that means no more of the phone books 
of wiring schematics that used to be the norm, and 
no need to drop wires to tap away on a computer 
keyboard to find the next instruction. Technicians 
using Skylight move through multiple prompts using 
voice commands and the easy Google Glass 
touchpad. A simple voice command like “local 
search 1-8-6-A” calls up the correct step-by-step 
schematic for every wire. 

“Now you have two hands on the product the whole 
time," says Ricky Ramirez, a wiring technician. 
Boeing's production logistics team calls this a "step-
function change"; Ramirez calls it simply "a huge 
time-saver.” 

With Skylight, Boeing cut its wiring production 
time by 25% and reduced error rates effectively to 
zero. Workers are more efficient, with better 
workstation ergonomics, and it’s easier for them to 
share knowledge and bring new workers up to 
speed. Now Boeing is looking at ways to use Skylight 
in other areas of its manufacturing and assembly.

“Wearable technology is helping us 
amplify the power of our workforce.” 
 

- Randall MacPherson,
Senior Manager, Boeing Electrical 

Strategic Fabrication Center
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In the Field

Telecom leader KPN has major equipment to service 
across the Netherlands and Europe. KPN uses 
Skylight to improve field tech efficiency and cut 
costs at the same time.

KPN's technicians use Skylight from the very start of 
each job: they even receive their daily work orders 
through their smart glasses. On location, Skylight 
uses Bluetooth beacons to guide the tech to the 
equipment needing repair. Instructions, schematics, 
and help videos are delivered as needed with a 
touch or a few words during the repair. 

Live data feeds of network diagnostics help the 
company's techs monitor equipment status as they
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work. For immediate help with unexpected 
problems, field techs can begin a live video call with 
an expert in KPN's central operations center. The 
camera on the smart glasses lets the remote expert 
see the tech’s point of view and guide them to the 
solution.

The results? 5% faster completion times, 11% lower 
operating costs, and a work error rate improvement 
of 17%.

“The smart glasses solution has 
tremendous potential to change our 
business operations.” 

- Olga Zeijpveld, Project Manager, KPN
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In the Warehouse

At a GE Healthcare warehouse in Florence, South 
Carolina, workers wearing smart glasses use 
Skylight to pick and pack parts for MRI machines 
and other major health care equipment.

GE's warehouse workers receive new orders for 
fulfillment with a glance at the screen in their smart 
glasses. Skylight guides them to the right section, 
aisle, and bin for each item in the order. The worker 
can scan bar codes with the built-in camera, make 
voice notes as needed, add the item to the trolley 
and move on to the next part. 

“Imagine how much productivity is usually lost just 
trying to figure out where these products are 
located,” says Brian Ballard, CEO and founder of 
Upskill. “When you can digitize that information so 
that it's available and dynamic in real time, the 
opportunities for efficiency are quite meaningful.”

Indeed: GE Healthcare saw a remarkable 46% 
improvement in order completion speed in its first 
days of using Skylight.

Wearables are also a compelling answer to the 
eternal challenge of adding seasonal workers to 
warehouse and shipping staff. How do you get a 
huge influx of workers trained up quickly enough to 
be efficient and accurate? Start with a solution that 
can give them step-by-step guidance, show them 
how-to videos on the spot, or let them call a 
supervisor for help when they're stumped. That's 
the future of fulfillment, in the warehouse and 
across the supply chain.
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For an Aging Workforce

What veteran employees have learned on the job is a 
crucial asset in any industrial workplace. It's the 
kind of practical knowledge that keeps equipment 
running smoothly, prevents catastrophic 
breakdowns, and keeps everyone safe. With the 
Baby Boom generation retiring at a record clip, 
capturing that knowledge and creating a process to 
disseminate that information to less-experienced 
workers is suddenly an urgent matter. 

This aging demographic issue is front and center for 
one of the world's top 3 major medical device 
companies. At one of their mission-critical plants, 
they faced the very real challenge that 58% of their 
workforce will age out by the year 2020. In this 
facility, they use a complex process to sterilize 
scalpels and other surgical equipment with gamma 
rays from radioactive cobalt-60.  They now use
Skylight to record that essential  knowledge and 
share it with the next generation of workers. 

Senior engineers and technicians wearing smart 
glasses record their activities as they work, narrating 
as they go with hands-free voice command. Their 
videos are digitized and catalogued; new trainees 
and other workers then watch the videos for 
guidance as they work through increasingly complex 
tasks.

And in a plant where radioactive materials are 
handled every day, veterans of LOTO (lockout-
tagout) safety procedures can show other workers 
exactly what to see and expect at each step.
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"Someday I will not be here. And 
people that are still gonna be here 
need to continue the good work that 
we're doing."

- Charles, Sterilization Specialist
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More about Skylight

Skylight is Upskill's industrial AR software platform for smart glasses. It transforms businesses by giving 
workers access to the data, equipment, processes and people they need on the job, and delivering that 
information right within their line of sight. 

Skylight measurably improves the accuracy, safety and speed of hands-on work from the factory to the 
warehouse to remote job sites around the world. Flexible and configurable, Skylight works with wearables 
from Intel, Google, Vuzix and other leading hardware producers. Today we help companies around the world 
with augmented reality applications for:

• Complex Assembly
• Remote Expert Guidance
• Predictive Maintenance
• Pick and Pack 
• Repair and Installation
• Line Monitoring

• Line Monitoring
• Materials Handling
• Quality,  Compliance and Documentation
• Safety and Inspection
• Knowledge Management and Training
• Workforce Utilization
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Conclusion

It's no surprise that, in the end, productivity still comes back to people. A 2017 article from the Harvard 
Business Review sums it up: "The experience at General Electric and other industrial firms shows that, 
for many jobs, combinations of humans and machines outperform either working alone."

As for impact, the numbers get very large, very quickly. As an example, across 1,000 workers, a 30% 
productivity improvement, which is typical for Skylight users, translates to upwards of $25MM in savings on 
an annualized basis. 

With an aging workforce, a growing skills gap, and rising demands for quality and productivity, it’s never 
been more urgent to empower the people who get the work done every day. That's why augmented reality, 
with smart glasses as the primary form factor, is leading the way and has gone from being the "wave of the 
future" to the wave of now. 

From production to delivery to maintenance, the Skylight platform from Upskill is bringing more power to 
the people—and helping global industrial companies gain a powerful competitive edge.


